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JOINT STANDING COMMITTEE ON THE COMMISSIONER FOR  
CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE 

Fifth Report — “Functions and Powers of the Joint Standing Committee on the Commissioner for  
Children and Young People” — Tabling 

MS A.R. MITCHELL (Kingsley) [11.15 am]: I present for tabling the fifth report of the Joint Standing 
Committee on the Commissioner for Children and Young People titled “Functions and Powers of the Joint 
Standing Committee on the Commissioner for Children and Young People”.  

[See paper 2923.] 

Ms A.R. MITCHELL: I wish to give a little background on the Joint Standing Committee on the Commissioner 
for Children and Young People, because I am sure that many members are not familiar with how this committee 
was actually formed. The committee was established under section 51 of the Commissioner for Children and 
Young People Act 2006. The committee’s functions and powers are determined by agreement between the two 
houses. This committee was first established in the final weeks of the thirty-seventh Parliament, but it did not 
have any deliberations. Of course, the committee was reformed at the commencement of the thirty-eighth 
Parliament and the functions and powers agreed to by the previous Parliament were carried over without any 
review. In light of the time that has elapsed since the committee commenced its operations, this report reviews 
the committee’s functions and powers and evaluates the scope for its role to be expanded. The functions of the 
joint standing committee are as follows: firstly, to monitor, review and report to the Parliament on the exercise of 
the functions of the Commissioner for Children and Young People; secondly, to examine the annual and other 
reports of the commissioner; and, thirdly, to consult regularly with the commissioner. The committee as it stands 
comprises two members of the Legislative Assembly and two members of the Legislative Council. That is the 
background. Let me now move on.  

Following its deliberations, the committee is satisfied with the three functions as presented and under which it 
has been operating under its terms of reference, but it does believe that there would be sufficient latitude to 
accommodate a further examination of the committee’s functions. What is obvious within these terms of 
reference is that the committee’s functions and powers preclude the committee from undertaking inquiries and 
clearly limit the examination and reporting of the commissioner’s functions. Therefore, the committee has 
undertaken an assessment of the parliamentary committees of New South Wales and Queensland that have 
similar tasks to the Western Australian committee. It should be noted that those committees also have the ability 
to inquire into and report on matters relating to the wellbeing of children, and to report these to their Parliaments. 
Our committee also thought that it was very important to investigate other investigatory bodies within Western 
Australia to ensure that duplication would not occur if we considered this expanded role. The findings are quite 
simple. Firstly, the commissioner has extensive inquiry powers under the act—she may initiate and conduct 
inquiries into any matters affecting children and young people. Secondly, some standing committees of the 
Legislative Assembly of the thirty-eighth Parliament with portfolio responsibilities have already conducted 
inquiries relevant to children and young people. Thirdly, some Legislative Council committees have also 
conducted inquiries with a dedicated focus on children and young people. Fourthly, the Auditor General and the 
Ombudsman have the capacity to undertake investigations into matters affecting children and young people. We 
saw that yesterday when one of the Auditor General’s reports was tabled. Given this information, it was resolved 
that a broad inquiry function is not warranted. However, it was deemed that the committee’s functions and 
powers could be enhanced by incorporating a limited investigative function to complement its existing role. This 
function was evident in other parliamentary oversight committees. I will include in that the Joint Standing 
Committee on Corruption and Crime Commission, where this inquiry function enables the committee to add 
value to the commission rather than duplicating the work of the body it oversees.   

This report finds that the committee would benefit from a similar term of reference and recommends that the 
terms of reference be amended to enable the committee to examine trends and changes in services affecting 
children and young people, but in the context of reviewing the scope of the role of the commissioner. Therefore, 
a fourth term of reference would need to be added, which would read — 

to examine trends and changes in services affecting children and young people in the context of 
reviewing the scope of the role of the commissioner.  

Should this term of reference be accepted, there will be a second recommendation. Any expansion of the 
committee’s powers would not be able to occur without due consideration being given to the resourcing of the 
committee. It should be noted also at this time that the staff member attached to the committee for the first two 
years of its operations has not been funded through this committee because the committee itself is currently not 
incorporated into the standing orders of the Legislative Assembly. It is under the standing orders of the 
Legislative Assembly that this committee is formed. In addition to that it is recommended that the functions and 
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the powers of the Joint Standing Committee on the Commissioner for Children and Young People become 
incorporated into the standing orders of the Legislative Assembly. I would like to thank the members of the 
committee for their input into this matter, firstly, Martin Whitely, MLA, member for Bassendean; Hon Helen 
Bullock, MLC, member for Mining and Pastoral; and Hon Nick Goiran, MLC, member for South Metropolitan. I 
also acknowledge the assistance provided by Dawn Dickinson, the principal research officer, and, in recent 
times, Renee Gould, research officer. Thank you.  

MR M.P. WHITELY (Bassendean) [11.22 am]: I will not go over the material covered by the member for 
Kingsley except to say that I endorse her comments. This inquiry was basically the committee inquiring into 
itself to see whether its functions are appropriate. It is worth having a quick review of the committee’s history. 
This is a very new committee, which was established to oversight the role of the Commissioner for Children and 
Young People. It is fair to say that the terms of reference that the joint standing committee has operated under to 
date have been incredibly narrow. The existing terms of reference include — 

(i) monitor, review and report to Parliament on the exercise of the functions of the Commissioner 
for Children and Young People;  

This is in fact the most broad of the three terms of reference. The others are as follows — 

(ii) to examine Annual and other Reports of the Commissioner; and  

(iii) to consult regularly with the Commissioner.  

The fourth term of reference we wish to add and then get these terms of reference incorporated into the standing 
orders of the Legislative Assembly is — 

to examine trends and changes in services affecting children and young people in the context of 
reviewing the scope of the role of the commissioner. 

That is not a particularly broad power. We are not arguing that this committee should have a broad power to 
conduct inquiries into the welfare of children. I personally would like to see some committee—I had hoped it 
would be this committee—with the responsibility of inquiring specifically into the wellbeing of children. But I 
accept that was not the view of the majority of the committee. I nonetheless applaud the recommendation to 
slightly extend the powers to allow the committee to examine trends and changes in the services affecting 
children and young people in the context of reviewing the scope of the role of the commissioner.  

It is worth considering the role of the commissioner. It is largely an advocacy role; a role that considers that 
certain issues need to be dealt with or certain services need to be delivered. If we are in fact to be considering the 
function of the commissioner and how well the commissioner is performing that advocacy role, we need to get 
our heads around the issues and changes affecting children to which the commissioner is referring. For instance, 
if the commissioner were to make a claim that there was unmet need in a particular area of service delivery and 
the commissioner provided evidence to justify that claim, we as a committee need to have the capacity to burrow 
down to some greater depth to determine whether there is veracity in the commissioner’s claim. To judge 
whether the commissioner is doing her job properly we need to be able to check the veracity of the claims made 
by the commissioner. We could argue that that capacity may be implicit in the first term of reference, which is to 
monitor, review and report to the Parliament on the exercise and function of the Commissioner for Children and 
Young People. But it was the committee’s view that it is not explicit enough, and we need to make it more 
explicit.  

I think one of the problems with decision makers in the Parliament is that those who rise fairly rapidly through 
the ranks, such as the Premier and even perhaps the Attorney General, do not do a lot of committee work so they 
do not understand the nature of committees. In my experience committees function in a bipartisan manner. The 
Education and Health Standing Committee inquiry into outcomes-based education was the only inquiry in which 
there was any hint of politics in the final report. It was the only one I have served on that came up with a 
minority report. Every other committee I have been a member of operated in a bipartisan manner. Has the 
Attorney General been on a parliamentary committee? 

Mr C.C. Porter: Delegated legislation.  

Mr M.P. WHITELY: That is a different category of committee; it is not a committee of inquiry, nonetheless, an 
important committee. I think not having been a member of a committee that undertakes subject-specific inquiries 
it is some times easy to presume that they operate in a partisan political manner, but the reality is that they do 
not. Let me allay any fear the Attorney General may have of creating a committee of inquiry that will operate in 
a partisan manner. Firstly, the addition of the term of reference we are suggesting is very narrow. We simply 
want the capacity to burrow down into issues and trends that affect the purview of the commissioner. As finding 
1 states — 
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The ... committee should not have a broad inquiry function into matters affecting children and young 
people in Western Australia however scope exists for a limited investigative function to complement its 
existing role.   

We are not actually asking for a broad-ranging capacity to undertake inquiries; we are arguing for a more 
explicit capacity to burrow down into some of those issues that affect the work of the commissioner. It will need 
a champion; obviously someone within government will need to pick up this finding, because, frankly, the 
government has the numbers in both houses, to see whether the government is happy to accept this moderate 
expansion of the committee’s role. I spoke about this on the last two occasions that the committee reported. 
Frankly, I think we have the capacity to do the extra work. The work we are doing is being done to a high 
standard. This is in no way critical of either the staff or the committee members, but there is excess capacity. We 
do have an opportunity to burrow down into greater detail than we can currently explore. But it will need a 
champion. My understanding is that, although we are tabling this report and have a chance to try to sell the case 
to the Attorney General, it will be tabled in the upper house today but not discussed for possibly up to a year. 
The process by which it is considered in the upper house will not see any immediate action. We are asking for a 
modest expansion of the role of the committee. It will need someone senior within government to endorse that it 
is an acceptable thing to do. 

Obviously, the only concern we may have—let us be political about this for the moment—is that we do not want 
another committee that has the potential to embarrass the government. I do not think that this narrow extension 
of the terms of reference will do that. I think it will simply allow committee members to do their job of 
examining in detail the work of the commissioner in a more appropriate manner. Frankly, I do not think 
committees of inquiry operate in that way in any case. We just saw an example of a bipartisan report that was 
prepared through the committee structure. It is amazing the contrast between what happens in this chamber and 
the partisan nature of it, and the nature of work that happens within committee structures. I therefore encourage 
the Attorney General to be the champion of this very modest adjustment to the functions of the committee so that 
we can more appropriately examine the roles and responsibilities of the commissioner. Without the Attorney 
General taking that lead role to drive this, unfortunately, given the actual process of things in the upper house, it 
is likely to be a long time before we see any progress. 
 


